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About This Game

Slay is a turn based strategy game where your goal is to conquer the island by buying men and using them to capture your
enemies' hexagons. By combining two men you can create a single more powerful man who is able to kill weaker men. The twist
to the game is that the more powerful a man that you create is, the more expensive he is to maintain. Men cannot be un-bought

so you must tread a fine line between building up your forces, and not being rashly ambitious. Sneakily cutting an enemy
territory in half to bankrupt one side of it is an essential skill to learn!
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Not online in this game.. I bought it only to support the devs. I really enjoyed my time with this game.. The game is rather
unstatisfying, at points seems unfair. I mean yes the controls and the gameplay feel good, but it's lacking in diversity and really
any other point. The multiplayer might be bit more fun, but the servers are empty. (At this point I'm just running the game just
to get the trading cards).

I rate it 3 times shot in the back out of 10.. I found the land of Pain okay. I'm not sure that's what a land of pain should really be,
though. The chases were more annoying than scary, and the plot was, well....silly. I didn't hate it, but I wasn't in love with it. If
you like exploration games with light puzzles and a lot of chasing, this may be the game for you.. this game is good play it if you
have the time
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Dream Pinball 3d is a 3D Retro Pinball Simulator: //
// Schuitje82 - Short Review //

Why steam... why do we have this crap online ??

You need to activate the game before unlocking it for 100% ?
I allready buyd it .... and we have steam .... remove these things.
Or at least let people play the full game if they buyd it.

So far I played it.... looks like crap... and sounds are horrible...
Pinball on a digital platform needs to give you best feeling you can have with pinball games.
I played a lot of pinball games .. only this one makes playing digital pinball game a freaking joke !!!!!!!

What a waste of money.... :(
Save yourself the horror and buy something else for the money.
Try the Pinball FX2 game & tables if you ask me the best simulator you can buy

http://store.steampowered.com/app/226980/

== For more reviews go to www.gamegrin.com ==
== Please don't forget to like my reviews ==. Snake croosed with Pac-Man, you can't go wrong. Some of the later levels become
quite challenging but never to the point where you want to give up. Recommended!. This review is of my opinion, I've only
played TD games off of websites. This is my first one I've ever actually bought.

It's slow to get started due to odd difficulty settings. The difference between easy and medium are slim to none, but once you
get the ball rolling you get the hang of it. It's fun in my opinion.

True, you only start out with 1 turret (basic) and 1 spell (frost, slow effect) but you unlock a new turret every map you beat. You
can also upgrade the placed turret up to 6 levels significantly increasing their power. You unlock more spells when you level up
your 'avatar\/profile' by gaining experience after beating levels.

There are 3 factions to choose from, which are pretty unique. One is an industrial-modern-ish style with guns and cannons. The
second one is a nature style faction, druid like, using trees, poision and bees. (Also birds, the first turret with that faction
literally shoots out a bird at the mobs.) The third faction is pretty much a Mage faction, Arcane towers shooting missiles of
magic and exploding their enemies, using a variety of magic to reign down onto the mobs.

The game is very basic, and is obviously using a pretty dated engine. I like the feel of it. I'm not sure why, but I like the feel they
unintentionally\/or intentionally put on it. Brings me back when I was a kid and used to go to the used book stores and find a
bunch of PC games that were never sold sent to them in bulk.

The Co-Op in this is pretty great in my opinion as well. You and your friend are able to choose different or same factions to set
up defenses on the whole map. One friend could place turrets where the mobs may spawn and you could place turrets where the
adds are trying to get too. My friend and I have been playing this a good amount the past couple days and have been having a
blast trying to beat the levels. They get pretty crazy when you get to end level waves. You can also do this with up to 4 people!
Which is really cool imo.

PROS

+ Variety, a lot of turrets for a single faction. Which there are 3 factions. No factions have the same turrets just reskinned.

+ Maps, lots of maps

+ Co-Op, up to 4 people

+ Easy ability to control game speed (Also host can control game speed in Co-Op\/Multiplayer)
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+ Fairly straight forward and simple

+ Easy to run, probably my grandma's PC could run it

+ Nice camera distance view, allows me to practically see the entire map to watch over everything

+ Mobs don't follow 1 path every time you retry the same map

+ For a seemingly old looking engine, I was suprised it supported my giant Samsung TV I use for my main screen. (1920 x
1080p) with no issues. Also with the ability to go into windowed mode.

CONS

- Hotkeys, no where to be found. Going to end up clicking everything. When\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665hits the
fan and you're frantically trying to upgrade all of your turrets to withstand the horde it sucks.

- Difficulty, I feel like there should be no difficulty at all they Easy, Medium and Hard seem to be the exact same things.

- Dead online, haven't found a single game on their multiplayer server browser yet

- Turret placement, in this game you can only place turrets on certain spots on the map that are marked in a see through blue
area on the ground. Some maps have very tiny ones that seem unfair and some maps have descently sized ones that seem fair
and their clipping makes things difficult. It's hard to squeeze as many turrets as you can into one blue marked area. Some tiny
turrets look like you should be able to squeeze 10 in, but in reality you can only squeeze in about 5. Not entirely game breaking,
but it's still frustrating sometimes. I've been able to still get through the levels.

- No true Co-Op campaign unless you and your buddies are on the same faction. Now "Progress" in the game I would measure it
to what turrets you have unlocked. Because the only way to unlock turrets is to play through your factions set of maps that you
unlock in campaign. Due to that, which ever of the 3 factions you choose, they can only unlock their OWN turrets on their
OWN campaign maps. So if your friend was faction A and you were faction B, and you both played his campaign map that
unlocked his super turret and you beat it. You both would unlock it for only faction A and you would not unlock your faction
B's super turret. It's kinda annoying, because it makes my friend and I alternate through each other's campaign maps.

- No lobby for multiplayer. Everytime you get finished with a game, it doesn't put you in a lobby to go again with the same
people and choose a different map. It forces you to go back to the main menu and create\/join a brand new multiplayer game. It
get's pretty annoying after a while.

Not really a con, but I wish there was a sandbox mode in this, so I could just \u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665 around a build what
ever and see how long I could last.

I'm sure I left some things out but over all and hopefully they'll fix add some things in patches eventually. I'd say it's a pretty fun
game. 6.8\/10. First things first: There are boobs everywhere. They will be shoved in your face all the time. Your character will
inadvertantly grope every single one at some point, or have his face mashed in the middle. All the time. At least twice per
character. There is some plot reason behind why they're so massive, but it's left down to maybe two lines and dropped for the
rest of the game.

The VN is very linear, with only two "branches" that I saw. I'm sure the first one had no effect on the story, and the second just
changes your ending.

The writing itself isn't actually that bad. They took a Minecraft-esque world and made it believable, with characters that live in
it. The MC gets an eleventh hour super power that is actually pretty cool and actually frightens half of the good guys that see
him use it.

The downside is actually what the developers focused on too heavily. The sex appeal. Yea, you're going to draw in crowds with
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it, but the Sakura series already took care of that. Nobody really wants giant mammaries all over the place. Had the chesticles
not been such a focal point, with writer spending more time fleshing out plotlines than describing a pair of breats in two
paragraphs, it would've turned out much better.. Obtaining it through an indie bundle I have to say I'm glad I didn't purchase this
game; the bundle was obtained using store credit with 2 other games at the same time.
Buggy, requiring internet for a simple asteroids clone, the game lacks pizzazz.
On first launch the game failed to load past the loading screen/twitter account advertisement because I had blocked the game
from accessing the network via a firewall.
Once I sorted through that it requires internet to play I found that the first level was confusing; it said collect salvage to
continue. However there was no control listing & didn't seem to be any way to locate items.
Turns out that this was the first bug rearing it's head... the game had failed to load the asteroids that were supposed to be present
instead just showing the background which is a series of silhouetted asteroids which lead to confusion about how the game was
supposed to operate.
Further the firing in the game seems to be off; some asteroid clones use a type of bullet lag to shoot where your aiming retical
was instead of where your rectical is, a time tested model that has worked well for several games,... this game however feels
wrong. It almost feels like the rectical itself has been placed under lag so that you're shooting in the dircetion your ship was
pointing when you clicked & not where you were aiming.
Over all I cannot recommend this game & instead point you to other asteroid clones both on & off Steam. There are several
basic freeware (not open source) ones that are considerably smaller than this using Google & on Steam you can obtain Dark
Matter for a cheap price which is a much better product.. This is such a great game. I am so happy this game exists.. worst
iteration of bomberman in existence. but any bomberman game is fun with friends.. This game is fascinating, charming,
heartfelt, but also quite flawed. It is clear that a lot of love went into it, resulting in an earnest, yet imperfect piece unlike
anything I've seen before.

It draws strong inspiration from Yume Nikki, but does its own thing instead of being a fangame, and I applaud that. It's got the
atmosphere, the droning music, the focus on exploration and the surrealism, but has surprisingly original mechanics, tones down
on the horror and cranks up the cuteness.

The first things that set this game apart from the one it takes inspiration from are the clear objective and the concise Adventure-
esque puzzles. You're presented with a door that requires a key, and need to find said key. The puzzles are half reasonable, and
half riddled with that darn moon logic I detest so much in adventure games. I eventually got to that state of rubbing everything
against everything else hoping something works, which adventure game fans will probably relate to.

Instead of being top-down or a platformer, this game has a lateral view but without jumps. Basically, that means that movement
is restricted to a single axis, which makes it a lot less fun to explore in my opinion, but maybe it's just me. The only other way of
exploring is through this game's core mechanic: Graham, the phone.

The phone is a very fascinating feature in this game. Basically, you type any six digit string, and it teleports you somewhere.
Every possible number sends you to a different room, and if my calculations are correct, that's about 2,985,984 possibilities.
Some of these rooms are uniquely designed for a specific purpose, but most of them are randomly generated.

The existance of randomly generated rooms in an adventure game would be curious by itself, but an adventure game where they
comprise the majority of the content is absolutely fascinating, and the developer managed to make it work... for the most part.
Every room has a "theme" like a haunted house, a forest, a basement, or something like that, and the objects that may appear in
a room, as well as the music, depend on that theme.

Trying random phone numbers to see where they take you is very fun and exciting early on, and it's a delight to find something
awesome and new as you do so. However, by the end of the game (that is, by the time you have nearly everything figured out)
the repetitive nature of the random map generator becomes increasingly evident, and if you forgot to bookmark a place with a
needed object, it might take a while to find another place that contains it. The game eventually devolves into a tedious session of
trying random numbers until you find the object you need in the preview screen, or you give up and try to walk in a single
direction from a random number. You know what would help? If we could bookmark numbers from the room we're at instead
of only being able to do so from the nexus screen, or if we had a log of recently visited numbers.

You know what would help even further? If we didn't "glitch out" every five nanoseconds trying to look for things. See, this
really got on my nerves. Why does "glitching out" kick us back to the title screen instead of the nexus? Heck, why is that
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mechanic even in the game? Maybe it is necessary for a puzzle I never got to, but I digress.

As for story, this game doesn't seem to have an overarching plot. Instead, there are countless endearing "mini-stories" you
uncover as you solve puzzles and help NPCs, which can be cute, scary, sad, or hilariously awkward (if you played the game, you
know the one). These made me really happy, in spite of their simplicity, and I had a chuckle or two, but they're never really
deep and intriguing. That is, unless they're supposed to be metaphorical and my unrefined brain misunderstood.

So, to wrap this up, this game is kind of a mixed bag. There are many good things and bad things, and while they seem rather
evenly mixed, I think the good outweighs the bad. For all its flaws, Strange Telephone is adorable, original and interesting, and
you can do a lot worse than it for its low asking price.
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